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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Towards an ECOWAS fiirline

By implementing the Yamoussoukro Declaration.

The Conference of the African Ministers responsible for Civil Aviation

which was held in Yamoussoukro, Cote d'lvoire, in October 1988 made a binding
declaration to integrate the national airlines of African States to create few

viable multinational airlines. The declaration was preceeded by a thourough

evaluation of the current trend of the air transport industry and its possible

impact on the development of African airlines.

In the West African sub-region the establishment of one airline as an

international flag carrier of all the member States of the Economic Commission

of West African States (ECOWAS) is recommended as the final objective of the

Yamoussoukro. Declaration.

The survey of nine airlines in the sub-region indicates that there are

three groups of airlines with distinct operational capabilities and the same

urgent problems. A practical approach to implement the first and the second

phases of the Declaration should be based on a community of interests and should

bring together all airlines facing the same or similar problems.

The three interest groups are:

1. The three longhaul operators - Air Afrique, Ghana Airways , Nigeria

Airways,

2. The sub-regional operators - Air Burkina, Air Cape Verde, Air Ivoire,

Air Mauritania, Air Senegal and Trans-Niger.

3. Non-operational airlines - Air Guinea, Air Guinea Bissau, Gambia Airways,

Liberia Airways, Air Mali, Sierra Leone Airlines....

The short-term objective of each interest group would be to jointly solve

its immediate problems. Thus the long-haul operators will evaluate the maintenance

capabilities of each other and jointly use existing facilities. They should

invest together and build engine overhaul capability in the sub-region. Market

development programmes with cost-sharing formulae, schedule coordination to enhance

interlining activities, and giving priority to each other in the use of aircraft

extra time are other areas of cooperation.

The urgent problem of the sub-regional operators is the ageing of their

fleet. They should coordinate their equipment evaluation and selection programmes

and acquire the most appropriate fleet together. Joint aircraft purchase and

loan negotiation will help to obtain price reduction and better credit terms.

They should invest in maintenance facilities agreeing on the areas of

specialization of each center so that the sub-region will be self-reliant in

the maintenance of aircraft, engines, avionics and other aircraft parts and

accessories. The airlines should also urge their Governments to liberalize traffic

rights, capacity provisions and fares and rates fixing within the sub-region.
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a national flag carrier "the airUnea in ^1"° "^ S°Verl9n "ateS tO °"">
and establish a multinational cXaiX^hTfVV^ ^
Th,s will not only spread the investment burin but

e a broader mar.et base which will -ake-the

While organizing themselves to establish a ^^4. ■ ,•
sub-regional traffic, they would also nrotlf .h , ^ ° tO SXplOit thGir
commercial arrangements w'ith the lon^-haul operates ^'^ T"^ ^^
deploying wet-leased wide body aircraft! 0Pe"tors of the sub-region or by

the br^r-cooTer^ion^at'T^b /" •""* ,™ '^ ShOuld "°* overshadow
of the sub-region should combte tt'ir ^Ho'rtB ^V ^"^^ 3l1 the
insurance coverage, aircraft and AV^V^r^ S^r

Ministers t^uTe^nd^vl^tL C°n,SiStin9 °f thS "b-'^°»^ conference of
separate co-mittel. of th^ alefLST Pr°CSSS °f ^ "rlineS and thr-
to take charge of the integrftion n,- °""e" °f the three ^oup. of airlines
recommended. ' "tegration process along the lines indicated above is
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1, INTRODUCTION

The purpose of t^his study is to assess the air transportation realities

currently existing in. the West African sub-region and submit recommendations

which will assist the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration. The

Declaration is probably the first concrete step ever taken to realize the

long-standing wish of African States to own a few viable multinational

airlines capable of providing adequate air services within the region and

with the other parts of the world.

To-day the international air transport industry is undergoing a

profound change. The change is in response to technological advances and

the new regulatory environment. The use of new composite materials in

manufacturing commercial aeroplanes have made them less heavy and more

fuel efficient than the older generation. Airlines operating with the

new technology aircraft have naturally gained competitive advantage over

those operating with the old ones. At the same time major American airlines

have developed computer reservation systems (CRS) which have not only given

direct access to hundreds of travel agents to book passengers but have

also been programmed in such a way that all sales are made, first and

foremost, on the flights of the system owners. This has given rise to

a near monopolistic situation where few big airlines virtually control

a significant portion of airline distribution channels.

Parallel with the technological developments there have also been

regulatory developments. The first 40 years of the air transport industry

was guided by the principles laid down in the Chicago Convention of 1944.

According to this Convention air transportation links between sovereign

States depend on the conclusion of a Bilateral Air Services Agreement which

defines, among other things, the routes to be served, the frequency of

services, the fares and rates to be charged and the aircraft to be operated.

Any changes to the Bilateral Air Services Agreement and its Annexes must

be negotiated by the governments concerned before implementation. Thus

Governments are in full control of airlines economic operations.

Deregulation, which started to apply to domestic air transportation

in the United States in 1978, was directed to abrogating Governmental control

of the economic activties of airlines. After deregulation American Airlines

were allowed to fly any where in the United States, to charge any prices

and put any capacity on a route, all depending on their own marketing and

operational philosophies. Governmental regulation and control gave way

to free competition.

The consequences in the United States were hightened competition,

innovative marketing and operational' strategies which in turn led to the

creation of new airlines as well as the liquidation of some existing ones.

At the same1 time weak and small airlines were purchased by the bigger

airlines giving rise to what have come to be called "mega carriers".

' -international air transportation being an inter-linked system, a

change in one part of the world has repercussions in the other parts of

the world. This characteristics of the industry and the fact that the
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The maln contents of the terms of reference for this paper include:-

each ai;iiner.ini°"e™ TfZet*'^ '" ^ ^-"^ indicating what
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The full text of the term of reference is attached as an Annex to

this paper.

The approach adopted in preparing this paper is one of direct research.

Field, missions were made, during which eight countries in the West .Afir-i^en.

sub-region were visited. Discussions and exchange of views, with -most
Directors of Civil Aviations and airlines Chief Executives. Officers were

made. To assist a uniform collection of data a questionnaire prepared

in advance along the directives given in the terms of reference were

distributed upon arrival at each airlines headquarters. Unfortunately

not all the airlines concerned were able to supply all the information

requested. ; -,

As far as possible the outline suggested in the terms of reference

has been followed in writing the paper. Some variations do exist, however,

mainly due to lack of information.
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2. AIRLINES PROFILE

,Tnnf^T !^il!Ji^rePa"d .£r.<» ^^-ion suppucd by airlines.
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2.1 Air Afrique

Seven countries out of the ten jbint owners of Air Afrique are located
in the western sub-region of Africa. These are Benin, Togo, Burkina Faso,

Nig^r, Cote d'lvoire, Senegal and Mauritania. The other three are Chad,
Central African Republic and Congo. The multinational airline is the
national carrier of the ten countries and hence is designated to benefit
from the Bilateral Air Services Agreements to which every owner State is

a party.

2.1.1 Fleet & Maintenance capability

As of 1988 the fleet of Air Afrique consisted of three DC-10-30,

three AB-300 B4 and two DC-8 aircraft. The aircraft are maintained at

the Dakar maintenance base. With the exception of engine works Air Afrique

undertakes advance aircraft checks on its fleet. The hangar is relatively
big and the shops well organized. The maintenance plan for aircraft and

aircraft parts is computerized.

2.1.2 Work-force

The total work-force of Air Afrique in 1988 was 5640. The following

is the vocational classification

1. Pilots and co-pilots 98

2. Other cock-pit personnel 56

3. Cabin attendants 434
4. Maintenance and overhaul 773

5. Ticketing, Sales and Promotion 971

6. Airport Handling 2237
7. All other personnel 1071

Source: IATA World Air Transport Statistics

2.1.3 Operations

All the operations of Air Afrique are international. The airline

maintains scheduled services to all the capitals of the member States of
Air Afrique. It also provides links between these member States and one

or more of the destinations in France and Switzerland. The other long-

haul flights, apart from Africa-Europe are a twice weekly service to New

York and a once weekly flight to Jeddah. There are more than 20 flights

to Paris alone every week. The total traffic carriage in 1988 was 696,045

passengers and 43,255 tons of freight.

The average passenger load factor during the same year were 60.6

per cent and the weight load factor 53.1 per cent. This is a good

achievement by African standard where load factors are generally low. For
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2. Air Burkina

neighbourhood operations.

2.2.1 Fleet and Maintenance capability

Air Burkina has a fleet of one F-28 jet and one turbo-prop EMB 110
aircraft. The F-23 was manufactured in 1978 and is powered by PT6A 34

engines.

All maintenance works, except the D-checks, on the two aircraft: are
done in Ouagadougou, by Burkinabe technicians. Air Burkina also car
out maintenance work for several owners of general aviation axreraft such
as Piper 31-350, Cessna 421, Piper Pa-23 etc.

The maintenance base of Air Burkina consists of two hangars and
workshops. The smaller hangar is for light aircraft and can ™°^e
three of then, at a time. The bigger hangar can take in the F-28 aircraft

but with the tail remaining outside.

The shops are small but neat and well organized. The store which
uses the cardex system for storage retrieval and issuance of parts has

over 6,000 shelf items.

Air Burkina technicians carry out Hot Section Inspection and scheduled
maintenance on the PT6A-34 engines. Engine overhaul is done abroad.

2.2.2 Qualified Personnel

The airline has a total work-force of 90 employees. The professional

category is as follows.

1. Captains {Jet and turbo prop) 6
2. Co-pilots and flight engineers 4
3. Cabin crew members °

4. Avionics technicians

5. Air frame and powerplant technicians 9

6. Reservation, ticket and station agents 11

7. Accountants

The maintenance employees are under utilized particularly after the

loss of their DHC-6 aircraft in Oct. 1988. The skill level of the employees

is very good' and they could do much more work had it not been for tooling

limitations and lack of adequate work to fully occupy them.
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Air Burkina does net have its own training school

are trained in France, the Soviet Union, Canada and Brazil.
Its personnel

2.2.3 .Domestic Operations

The domestic operations of Air Burkina connects the capital Ouagadougou
with the second largest city Bcbo-Dioulasso in the western part of the
country. There are also flights from Ouagadougou to Gorom and Dori in

the. north. Due to the low traffic level service to Bobo is rendered with
F-28 aircraft with a connection to Bamako on Wednesdays and to Abidjan
Abidjan on Fridays.

The domestic passenger and freight carriage is very small since only
few cities are served by air. In 1988 the total domestic passenger carried
was. 7,003 and freight 99 tons. For a country with a land area of 274,000

sq kilometers and about B million inhabitants this figures is very low

indicating the limited role that air transportation plays in the social
and economic development of the country.

2-2.4 International Operations

The sub-regional operation of Air Burkina is equally limited not

so much by lack of market or equipment as by the statutory restriction

that confines it to serve the countries having common borders with Burkina
Faso only. with the exception of Ghana, Air Burkina conducts schedule
flights to all countries bordering Burkina Faso. i.e. Mali, Cote d'lvoire
Togo, Benin anO Niger.

The total international passenger traffic of Air Burkina in 1988
stood at 36,981.

Table 1

1983-1988

Air Burkina
Historical subregional city pair passenger traffic of

lector .983 1984 1985 1986 1937 1988

uuagadougo

Bobo-Diou-

lasso
it

Table 1

u-Abidjan

-Bamako

-Boake

-Cotonou

-Lome

-Niamey

-Abidjan

-Bamako

-Lome

-Boake

Total

1609

2183

409

944

4023

12

536

616

322

368

11025

3331

2200

266

971

5066

276

854

620

465

509

14558

3537

1543

66

1426

. 6468

1583

792

607

208

51.

16281

9807

1402

_

1501

7685

1431

2236

565

468

108

25203

13681

2165

_

1708

6967

889

3679

639

1853

134

31715

14795

2206

1483

11043

784

4360

560

1750

36981
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airlines total international traffic.

2.2.5. The Total Market

As at October 1989 Ouagadougou was served by six scheduled foreign

UTA and fieronot. *"^ ^.^-^ —— - - tons.

in 1988 was 130,668. The freight figure for the same year was 9,641 tons.

With total passenger traffic of 48,440 and 40,169 re8PeJ*ively *"
X988 Abidjan and France "(Paris and Marseille) were the major markets Lome
and Dakar with 12810 and 6792 passengers respectively were distant
-mfl fourth in traffic flow to and from Ouagacougou. As far as
trafAc is concerned France (Paris and Marseille) is the only significant
market with a load of 8305 tons in 1988.

Table 2

Table 2
international traffic to and from Ouagadougou

Cities

Abidjan

Lome

Cotcnou

Dakar

Bamako

Niamey

Algiers

Tripoli

Lagos

Libreville

Brazaville

Conakry

Other Africa

Paris

Marseille

Bordeaux

Moscow

Budapest

Brussels

Others

Amsterdam

Jeddah

Other Inter

national

Total

1985

PAX FRT

No. Tons

1986

24022

7200

1986

4987

3336

6753

574

225

180

365

211

348.3

5.4

0,2

13.1

4.4

31.0

2.2

7=5

1.9

2

14958 5661.0

15986 1158.1

112 24.0

584 14.6

2

1394

PAX

No.

34274

7176

1535

5434

3333

6428

1829

599

313

384

225

35

20070

22979

112

1686

36

46

FRT

Tons

485

7.

45,

159,

11

108

31

0

2

30

4

6557

3658

2

23

1987

PAX

Nos.

3 424S6

5 7136

2044

5567

3537

5656

5645

708

131

267

280

19

173

.5 24134

.4 14527

60

2012

.2

.1

.5

22.8 1636

51.6

119.5

47

2143

1930

FRT

Tons

383.7

29.5

9.9

208.9

16.6

129.0

68.5

2.1

3.4

32.4

19.2

2.9

0.6

6163.3

2386.4

9.4

39.2

0.8

51.4

51.9

38.1

2.5

2.6

1988

PAX

Nos.

FRT

Tons

48440

12810

2201

6792

4058

5677

5406

702

249

327

215

85

26577

13592

44

1995

57

430.1

102.0

28.7

235.9

37.5

114.4

75.4

0.1

4.2

91.5

2.4

4.9

57.2

54445

2860.7

60.8

41.8

0.2

18 20.8

1423 27.7

97810
11304.6 124005 9606.2 137671 9740

TABLE 2
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fares are saxd to be responsible for the low freight traffic
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2.3. Air Cape Verde

The full name of the national airline of Cape Verde ,is "Transportes

Aereos de Cabo Verde", abbreviated as "TACV": It was established on December

27 1958 by the- ithen Government cf Cape Verde. The airline has remained

100 per cent state owned since independence.

Air Cape Verde provides scheduled services to eight of the ten islands

constituting Cape Verde. Its regional service is a once weekly flight

during 6 months of the year and twice weekly service during the remaining

6 months to Dakar. It also operates with a wet-leased AB -310 aircraft,

a twice-weekly flight tc Europe and with another wet-leased L-1011 aircraft

a once weekly flight to Boston in the United States. Its long-haul traffic

consists mainly of Cape Verdians going to or from home for vacation.

2.3.1 Fleet

The fleet of Air Cape Verde consists cf two HS-748 and two DHC-6

aircraft. Although, the dates of manufacture of these aircraft were not

given it is believed that they are old since, according to the airlines

General Manager, one of the concerns of the airline was the old age of

the fleet. ■

To cater for the long-haul Cape Verdian and tourist traffic - from

Europe and the United States TACV is using wet-leased wide body aircraft

as stated, above. The European service connects Cape Verde with Paris,

Amsterdam and Lisbon.

Air Cape Verde has completed a fleet replacement plan for their Twin

Otters which will be replaced by a 24 seater Casa 212 and another 28 seater

Brazilian aircraft. Delivery of the Brazilia is scheduled for December

1989 and,that of Casa 212 for January 1990.

A study has been conducted to replace- the two HS748s but a decision

has not been made which aircraft to purchase. Included in the study were

a British Aerospace advanced turbo prop aircraft, Fokker-50 and DHC-8-300.

The decision was expected to be made before the end of 1989.

2.3.2 Maintenance capability and technical workforce

Air Cape Verde has a well organized and properly equipped maintenance

base at which is carried out all the major chocks, including D-checks on

the HS-748 aircraft. The base also carry out 1000 to 4800 hours checks

on DHC-6 aircraft which is a complete cycle and is equivalent to D-check.

The avionics workshop is equipped with modern test benches and an

expensive list of electrical parts, instruments and radio parts is

maintained.

The workshops are attached to a well constructed hangar with a floor

area of 2866.5 sq meters and an aft doer of 8.5 meters high built in 1977.

The stores for spare parts contain about 7500 parts. Computerization of

the store and maintenance plan is being undertaken.
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some extra maintenance capacity there is 5
base an. develop .kills cfn the' m^enanc o^
its convenient lor^Hnn ^ ,- r -. ■

south America! t7cV nJ\"nS ^S^ T
services to other airlines.

there is still

betWee"
and line maintenance

technicians. The rest arP <,,w,™- / cioctrical and five avi
me rest are supervisory/managerial and planning employees

2.3.3 Operations

2.3.3.1 Domestic

trend.

Table 3

The following table shows a six year historical domestic traffic

Passenger No.

20'524'"! 21'605'«i 2—?3 ».;„;;„ 30,— -' £

Excess Baggage tons

Sources Air Cape Verde
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2,3.3.2 International

The international services of Air Cape Verde started in 1985. Although

the growth trend of the international traffic is very encouraging, The airline

is basically a domestic operator. In 1988 the international passenger traffic

was only 18.8 per cent of the global passenger traffic.

Table 4

International traffic

Passenger No.

" kms

Freight tons

"2 " kms

Mail tons

" " kms

Excess Baggage tons

Excess Baggage tons kms

for the period

1985

17,262

36,110,486

108

260,853

17

41,061

31

74,874

1985-1988

1986

23,799

56,090,681

238

397,330

28

69,970

45

112,452

1987

28,

85,843,

1,148,

5,

312,

813

300

390

454'
19

950

106

143

1988

33,895

91,445,582

308

1,020,143

23

76,180

86

284,847

The lack of appropriate aircraft might he among the reasons for belated

commencement of international services as well as for the low level of traffic.

As was noted above Air Cape Verde's access to the African continent is through

Dakar which is served with combined three HS-74B frequencies with Air Senegal.

Their flights to Europe and the United States are also limited.

Air Cape Verde has a good ethnic traffic potential from the United States

and Europe. Apart from family and relatives visits Cape Verdians who settle

in these countries as guest workers have a propensity to travel, to Cape Verde

during their vacations. The estimated number of ethnic settlers and workers

in USA and Europe is as follows.

1. USA

2. Portugal

51 Holland

5. France

300,000 mainly around Boston area

40,000

1^:888
12,000

The tourist potential of Cape Verde is good. The attractions are beaches,

fishing and wind-surfsing. But there is a need to invest in such infrastructure

as hotels, restaurants and ground transportation. It is said that the Government

has plans to build 10 hotels in Sal island.
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2.4 Air Ivoire : ■ :

Air Ivoire is a . state-downed airline established on September 16,1977

as a domestic and sub-regional schedules operator. The operation of its

sub-regional routes is in accordance with the agreement between the States
jointly owning Air Afrique.

The set-up of Air Ivoire is somewhat peculiar for a commercial

enterprise since it is attached to the national Air Force.The Commander

of the Air Force is the chairman and the Chief Executive Officer of the
airline. The other personnel of the airline are also men in uniform subject
to Military rules and regulations.

The first question that might be asked is whether Air Ivoire, being

part and parcel, of the Air Force, could meet the safety and other standards

of a commercial airline which are more stringent than the military. The

organizational structure adopted to keep the Airline and the Air Force
was simple.

1. The accounts of the two organizations are separate

2. Different aircraft with distinguishable marks for the airline
and the Air Force arts used.

3. All the technical personnel such as pilots, technicians etc.
arc licensed by the Civil Aviation Authority to fly, maintain, dispatch
etc. both the Air Force and the airline;fleets.

2.4.1 Fleet

Air Ivoire has a total fleet of seven aircraft for its domestic and sub-
regional operations. The sub-regional routes aro operated with the F-28

aircraft whereas the turbo-prop aeroplanes fly the' domestic routes. It

was learned that Air Ivoire has plans to acquire two F-28-100 in the near
future.

Table 5

Air Ivoire Fleet

Aircraft Year of ' Tvpe of

typc .. Manufacture ' Engine

0 1975 SPEY MK555-15
Fokker"28 1977 SPEY MK555-15 H
F°kker"2R 1977 SPEy MK555-15H
F°kkGr-27 1978 DART536-7R
FOkker-27 1979 DART536-7R
Beechking Air 1976 PT6A-41

Beeching Air 1977 PT6A-41

Source: Air Ivoire
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2.4.2 Maintenance Capability

Air Ivoire-shares the hangar and maintenance facilities at ^Abidjan
international airport with the Department of Transportation of the Air
Force? The hanga'r space in relativeiy large and the shops are equipped
to maintain and overhaul aircraft and aircraft parts.

All the checks, including D checks, are done at the Abidjan maintenance
facility en the F-2C and F-27 aircraft. Air Ivoire also carries out C-

checks on their Beech King Air aircraft.

Hot Section inspection is also done by Air Ivoire on DART536-7R and

PT6A-41 engines.

2.4.3 Qualified Personnel

The fact that Air Ivoire is attached to the Transport Department

of the Air Force makes it very difficult to indicate the number of pilots
technicians and other personnel who solely work for the airline However
the following were obtained from Air Ivoiro as answers to questions posed
on the vocational classification of its manpower.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Jet captains

Turbo prop captains

Cabin crew members

Avionics technicians

18

15

20

21

Air frame/power plant technicians 56

Ground equipment technicians

Ticket Agents

Reservation Agents

Station Agents

Accountants

Computer programmers and

Analysts

26

31

10

40

10

16

Source - Air Ivoire

2.4.4 Operations

The airline serves 12 domestic and three sub-regional stations

Table 6

Traffic Statistics for 1983-198P

Passenger Number

Domestic Int11

Freight tons

Domestic Int'l

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

142,400

114,700

98,800

83,500

90,400

78,400

14,800

17,300

19,200

24,400

34,900

51,300

2,399

2,027

1,528

1,168

N.A

N.A

4,605

749

1,343

1,865

N.A

N.A
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p. - + I01** m°re °f a domestic operator than international.
Recent trends shows a decrease of domestic passenger- and freight traffic
and a continuous rise of the international passenger traffic. Air Ivoire
has a good charter traffic which is net apparently included in the above
figures. ■ - ■-,:•■
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2.5. Air Mali

2.5=1 Regie Autonome de Service Aerienne

Regie Autonome de Service Aerienne (RASA) is a handling company of
Mali which was created after the bankruptcy and liquidation of Air Mali,
the former national airline. At present its main activity is Prc"£J£3
ground handling services for the flights of other airlines at Bamako

international airport.

Although RASA does not operate any flights there are indications
that it has succeeded Air Mali in various air transportation activities.

One good example is RASA's stepping into the cooperative arrangements such
as pools and other commercial agreements to which Air Mall had been a party
New arrangements which were concluded with other airlines flying to Bamako

allowing RASA to collect royalties are other examples.

2.5.2 Air Mali

Air Mali is probably a typical example of an' African airline. Jt
was small, Government owned, and had limited financial resources and market
potential. Its ambition to serve the prestigeous Africa - Europe route

had prompted it to open an office and operate regular flights to Paris. .

2.5.2.1 Establishment

Air Mali (La Societe National Air Mali) was established in October

I960 with the primary objective of providing scheduled domestic and

international services. With the technical assistance of the Soviet Union

the first flight was inaugurated in Oct. 1961.

2.5.2.2 Fleet

The initial fleet of Air Mali consisted of three DC-3S, which were

made available by the Government of the United Kingdom and Soviet aeroplanes

such as IL-18, TL-14- and AN-24. These were joined later by American,

Canadian and French made aircraft.

Lack of aircraft commonality is a serious handicap in the air transport

industry. It denies the flexibility to specialize in certain aircraft
type in maintenance and training areas. Flying and technical personnel

utilization will be low since people cannot be assigned from one type of
aircraft to another whenever the need arises. Parts exchange is equally

difficult.

With the plethora of aircraft it owned Air Mali had already a problem

right fr-m inception. In the 1970s the fleet consisted of one B727, one

IL-18 one AN-24 and two Twin otters. Immediately before the suspension

of'services in 1984 the fleet consisted of four different types of aircraft.
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2-5.2.3 Operations

2.5.2.3.1 Domestic

The fir"1.* dOItleStiC r°UtG "™ctUre of Air Mali consisted of two benches

Table 7

Domestic Passenger■ana freight traffic
1980-1984

Passenger (No.)

Freight (Ton)

Source: Air Mali records.

2.5.2.3.2 Africa

serviceTTo ln 1984' W

list. Abidjan-Bamako-Abidjan with 3002

:rrc^r,y4eoari —>cTnext- Thcse^
in 1982 ana 1983 " "^ °£ 9lt*al Mr "aU'"

scheduled

traffic

Lagos-Bra2aville wir.T.™--^ ^"T 1625
-,th 1089 during the same year are sectors with L
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2.5.2.3.3 Europe . .

Air Mali had been operating scheduled flights. to Paris with an

"intermediate" stop in Algiers. The stop at Algiers was more of operational

than marketing nature since the ;B727 of Air Mali did not have the range-

to fly ncn-stop between Bamako and Paris.

Air Mali carried a total passenger traffic of 7426 and 9748 in 1982

and 1983 between Mali and France. During .the same years the global Mali-

France traffic had been 39,124 and 43,017 passengers. Air Mali's market

share was 19 per cent and 22.7 per cent for the two successive years.

For the capacity provided by Air Mali (one B727-173 during the slack

season and.two B727-173 during peak season) and the nature of its operation,

with an intermediate stop. Air Mali's performance on this route was good.

The overall market growth between Mali and France as well as Air Mali's

market share improvement during the two years were encouraging.

In 1988 the global passenger traffic between Mali and France was

51277. Of this UTA carried 34,468 passengers. The rest were carried by

Air Afrique and other indirect operators. About 50% of this traffic could

have been controlled by Air Mali, had it remained en the route.

2.5.2.3.4 The Total Market

To get an over-view of Mali's international air transportation market

let us look at the following table.
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Table 8

Traffic flow between Bamako and other international Mrport8 (19S7 ,

Abidjan

Dakar

Niamey

Conakry ' . .

Algiers

Ouagadougou

Bobo-Dioulasso
Boake

Lome

Cotonou

Lagos

Brazaville

Douala

Monrovia

Casablanca

Nouakchott

Tripoli

Addis Ababa

Other Africa

1987

317,950

630.060

32,597

2,134

16,300

17,810

167

970

20,993

16,825

1988

461,006

732,671

74,500

30,826

19,745

15,633

935

6,059

10,070

7,451

% variation

+44.99

+16.29

+128.55

+1344.52

+21.13

-12.22

+459.88

+519.53

-48.22

-55,71

-20.10

+44.18

+60.65

Europe

53,508
Moscow 5r095

Brussels 5,972

Other Europe

5,079.883 5,041,360

19,118 19,734

264,870 257,001

-0.76

+ 3.22

-2.94

18316.6739,780 +

5,364,087 5,357,955

6,507,143 7,038,428

Total Europe 64,753

Grand Total 159,214

64,467

164,057

Source:
Mali Civil Aviation Air Transport Statistics 19PP.

2.5.2.4 Work Force

licenses have long expired.

Immediately before

fl*in9 in "04 and all

;,
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Table 9

.Flying

2 Jet captains

4 turbo prop captains

10 2nd officers

10 cabin crew members

Maintenance

10 Avionics technicians

16 Airframe &

power plant technicians

Marketing

15 ticket Agents

2 Reservation "

104 station agents

There were also 15 accountants.

RASA has retained 105 of these employees, most of them professionals.

It is very sad to know that these qualified pilots and technicians arc

assigned to routine handling ami dispatching activities of other airlines

aircraft at Bamako airport. The investment made in their training, and

the long years■of experience gathered by these professionals have not been

put to the service of the nation. Unfortunately this is not a unique

situation in Africa since many professionals of other African airlines

are in the same boat.

Although a detailed review of the causc-s for the failure of Air Mali

is very important, for the lessons to be learnt and conclusions to be drawn,

let us now try to briefly point out what were gathered to be some of the

main reasons. : - : ■. :

2.5.2.5 Reasons for Failure

Like most African airlines Air Mali was surrounded by many problems

which hampered its development. Its early liquidation might be due to

the intensity and perhaps particularity of its problems. From discussions

with informed individuals the following appear to be the major contributory

factors to the failure of Air Mali.

2.5.2.5.1 Fleet

As mentioned earlier the fleet of Air Mali consisted of different

aircraft from various manufacturers. The lack of fleet commonality was

an obvious disadvantage in terms of personnel training and rotation, spare

parts stocking and overall operational flexibility. Lack of spare parts

for certain types of aircraft kept them on the ground for a long time.

Because of these and other factors fleet utilization rate was very low.

Some of the aircraft had an annual utilization rate of 400 hours or 1.1

hours per day. This is very low even to allow to recover part of the fixed

costs.

2.5.2.5.2 Marketing

The domestic and regional market potentials were not properly exploited

due to failure to provide dependable schedules and adequate capacity. Loss

of traffic to other competitors was inevitable.
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body aircraft CCmPOtit"rs operated with wide-

—
route

2.5.2.5.3 Financial'

bo used on its o™ fll^ts a
receiving Government instructions This
fares or rates, the understanding ZTl
P«*l. was tnat the coXXection was^ fr

traffic!
Clearing House Machinery *"lir Mall th6

2.5.2.5.4 Management

To the list of causes that brought ah
tne frequent change of the Chi^f vv*~ 4-- ~^..

its life span of ^5 years Air Mali h"S "^ ^ ^ded" In
the air transport industry, particul*ri^ ,* J^* Changes' Longevity in
^-,1,4-— 'I J ' —'•'-U Idl J.y wnen thP hnsene n^-^. — _ ■ ,-
outside, is a must. One nePf?^ i-« ^^,, i ^ sses are coming from

confidence to plan and exe^e Strategic Tec sLs"^'^96 ^ ^^ '" ^
route expansion and investment in maint as fleet acquisition,
Sevsn to ten years of tenure is optimum? °nanCG infrastr^cture and training.

2-5.3 The future

There is a plan to establisn another

future. it is said that a studv h*« k natlcn^l airline xn the near
which a private airline with 20 ^eady conducted according to
cent private shares, will'he cstahii?*!* ^^ G°Vernment shares and 00 per
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The airline will be a domestic and regional operator. The domstic

routes will connect the tourists destinations like Mopti, Toumbouctou with

Bamako and the regional route will connect Bamako with Dakar and Abidjan.

The initial fleet will consist of one turbo-prop for domestic and

one narrow-body jet aircraft for regional services. RASA officials feel

that they should cooperate on the Bamako-Paris .route either with Air Afrique

or UTA rather than contemplating to do it the-mselves at this stage.
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2.6 Air Senegal

Air Senegal was established in 1971 with the Government holding 50

Afriaue th, ^ "P1*'1' SinCe Sene** is °ne of the joint owners' of Air
t n'T" Air SGnegal iS limltGd tO the domestic marketand that of neighbouring countries.

2.6.1 Fleet

Air Senegal operates two HS74R and two DHC-6 aircraft. All four
aircraft were manufactured in the 1970s.

Aircraft type Year of Manufacture

1Q7n

"Ly7D DART -7

Engine type

1. HS 740

£■. rib

3. DHC-6 )£\ DART "
4. DHC-6 "" PT6 "

iJ/i PT6 -A27

of aircraft have

2*6*2 Maintenance capability and technical Personnel

&t Dakar Airport and attached to the hangar

consisting of radi°it

in Dakar' at'Th " includ^ng the D"Chcck on A^ Senegal DHC-6 fleet are done
in Dakar at their own base. From discussions with the technical personnel
it was gathered that Air Senegal has an extra maintenance capacity to carry
out contract work for other airlines owning the same aircraft. *

Jiar **insnecti Jiar ** ^ ^^ ^ COnCernGd onlY routine checks and hot section
inspections are carried out- in n^va-^ mi ■ . c^la^h

abroad Air qo11 T u t majCr en^ine «crks are done

■-

Work-Force

Category. Number
1• Cock-pit crew Tl

2. Cabin crew 5

3. Avionics technicians 4

4. Airframe/power plant technicians 6
5. Ticket /reservation Agents 3
6. Station agents 1^

7. Accountants 7

G. Supervisory/Managerial 9
S. Other categories 56

Source: Air Senegal
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The airline does not have its own training school. All its pilots

and technicians are trained abroad. This is despite the fact that Air

Afrique has a technician's training institution in Dakar.

2.6;3 Operations

2.6.3:i, Domestic

The Domestic operations of Air Senegal covers 11 stations of which

St Louis, Dakar and Cap Skirring are or. the Atlantic coast. Ziguinchor

and Kolda are close to the border with Guinee Bissau in the South whereas

Kedongou is also a southern station close to the border with Guinea and
Mali. Mata and Bakel are other border stations on the Eastern part of

the country and Pddor ' and Richard-Toll northern cities close to the border

with Mauritania. The only inland comestic station of Air Senegal is

Tamacounda.

The domestic passenger figures of Air Senegal is not significant.

A review of the last 6 years (1983-1908) figures shows that the domestic

passenger travel has stabilized at around 26,000 passengers per year. Dakar-

Cap Skirring and Dakar - Ziguinchor are the more travelled domestic sectors.

2.6.3.2 Sub-regional

Air Senegal renders scheduled services to the four capitals of

neighbouring countries of Gambia, Guinee Bissau, Cape Verde and Mauritania.

The services are provided with the HS 748 aircraft.

The total annual passenger up-lift between those capitals and Dakar,

by Air Senegal is very modest.

The highest, during the last six years, was recorded in 1985 and

was 17,923. The next highest year was 19C6 with a total carriage of 16,003.

Table 10

Historical Passenger Data of Air Senegal

1903 1984 1985 1906 19P7 1908

Domestic 25088 24245

Sub-regional 15202 16465

25092

17923

25424

16903

20284

16690

26712

14090

After a decrease of 6.4 per cent in 1984 the domestic traffic gradually

increased, up to the year 1987, when it reached an all time high of 20284.

The 1900 figure is however lower by 5.6 per cent than the previous year.

On the other hand the sub-regional passenger traffic is showing a

continuous decline after 1905 until it reached an all time low of 14,090

in 19GS.
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2.6.4 Market Share

.-h- , "e*avei seen ab°ve that Air Senegal operates scheduled services to
the territories of four bordering countries. We have also noted the annual

rTeT' sT^thi '^ ^^ thr°Ugh "* "^"^ °f ^ '^"*"""routes S thrTeT sTncethis ^ thr°Ugh "* "^"^ °f ^ '^"*"routes. Since these same sectors or routes are also operated By other

countries Vt *i" "^ *"* ^ ^ Mti'JMl ^^ <* "« "eig^ring
ZT/ !k « necessary to establish the market share of these third
and fourth freedom traffic to judge how well Air Senegal is doing.

The global passenger traffic between Dakar and the four countries
neighbouring Senegal, to which Air Senegal is operating, is 75739 during
the calendar year 1900. During the same year Air Senegal's carriage

HV1090 PTGngCr ™ "in 19P0in 19P0 waHoV T ' »h;
is a verv !ow 1* ""*' N° raa"er What the Justifications are this
is a very low performance. Normally a designated national airline is
expected to get at least 50 per cent of the market share. But in this

T CaSe^nCe Air M"1- - th i
in this

is also T CaSe^nCe, Air M"1- - -other national airline of Senegal
is also designated and provides parallel services with Air Senegal on some
of these routes the latter might not be expected to onjoy its noLal mark"

2-6.5 The Total Market

traf fifto^nd^tO ?hECNA StatiSticS £or the y«rs 1907 and l9B0 passenger

Looking at the origin-destination traffic of the year 1900 the flow

Orly, Marseille, Lyon and Toulouse is 207,409 accounting for about 36 7

On the African continent Cote D'lvoire is the biggest tnff.v
destination to and from Dakar with 55494 passengers in 1980. Other important
destinations are the Gambia, Guinea, Mali, the Canary Islands and Monaco

lT ^ fT ''T™ " beC"°S ClC" th" air trOTel to "d from
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2.7 GAMBIA AIRWAYS

Gambia Airways is a handling company owned by the Government of Gambia

which controls 60 per cent of the shares and British Airways with 40% of

■the shares. Until the takeover of British Caledonian by British Airways

the co-owner.of-Gambia-Airways was British Caledonian.

Gambia is probably one of the states in Africa which chose not to

own a national flag carrier and instead consentrated on handling, General

Sales Agency and promotional activities over which they have a virtual

monopoly in Gambia. In these line of activities it seems that they are

doing very well since the operating expenses are very low compared with

airlines which actually fly aircraft.

Demand for domestic air transportation, which is an essential public

service requirement, is one of the basic reasons for a country to establish

a national carrier. However due to the small surface area of the Republic
of" Gambia there was no urgency to provide domestic air transportation.

As a matter of fact Banjul is the only airport in the country.

The survey of Gambia Airways will therefore be mainly limited to

the air transport market to and from Gambia.

2.7.1 The Air Transport market

We will divide the Gambia Air Transport market into sub-regional

and European markets. The sub-regional market is served by scheduled African

airlines and British Airways which enjoys 5th freedom traffic rights between

Gambia and some west-African points. The European market on the other:

hand is served by scheduled and non-scheduled European carriers. Due to

the significance of the charter traffic we will treat this category of

traffic separately.

2.7.2 Sub-Regional Traffic

The sub-regional passenger traffic to and from Gambia is carried

by four scheduled airlines: Nigeria Airways, Ghana Airways, Air Senegal

and Gambia, Air shuttle, a small private airline. Nigeria Airways and

Ghana Airways are narrow body jet operators whereas Air Senegal and Gambia

Air shuttle operate HS748 and Viscount respectively, both old turbo-prop

aircraft.
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Table 11

For the period 19B5-19C*

Sub-regional passenger traffic to/from Gambia

Dakar

Bissau

Freetown

Monrovia

Abidjan

Accra

Lagos

Conakry

Lome

Cotonou

Total

7555

17G2

1091

36G9

4224

1973

439

13 7

31041

1906

9012

6^26

1592

2209

3009 ■

556H

1619

5 si 5

■—■

19R7

24305

7221

3347

3792

5408

5175

3950

60S

1900

34113

2305

11916

69G7

6813

5802

9195

10920

611

Alrwar" *>»thly Statistics.

the four years from 19C5 to

per cent. The growths fa

particularly remarkable.

2.7.3 European Traffic

2-7-3.1 Scheduled

the

thc neighbouring

. growth rate was 46.1
nrovia, Dakar and Abidjan are

operatorpassengers in 19S5 to 22,2nG P sponger in
per cent or an average annual growth of c" percent " "

and such destinations
»UBt be usln<J LoncIon Qr

to Gambia.

16'662
°f 33"C

other EuropCan

J'"» °th«; European destinations
caPitals like Dakar as gate-way cities

2•7•3.2 Mon-scheduled

masons. charter traffic dspecially during the sunder

"
parks are other tourist attract!™

" c-lt^ and

to scme extent game

related industries such as hotels and <
employment apportunities for many GambiL

/T T°Uri8n and tour-™
transportation also provide
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from the canary Islands have also increased in recent years

The' total charter passenger tragic £

^ L years was
traffic constitutes 51.3 per

ftgure for 19BS is estimated to be close to 200,000 passengers.

2.7.4 Qualified Personnel

The qualified personnel working for Gambia Airways are those in the

transportation services.

The marketing personnel consist of 9 ticket and reservation.agents

and 66 station agents. Their primary duties are '^ottoml^
tickets, .booking and handling passengers and cargo at «f "f°r* "™
providing ground equipments for aircraft handling and dispatching of flights.
There are 9 technicians engaged in ground equipment and radio maintenance.

^/The other group of professionals are 15 accountants working in the

finance department. The accounting system of Gambia Airways is computerized.
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2.0 Ghana Airways

corporation

policies

senior officers

2.0.1 Fleet

Government-owned autonomous

. *y «« Government, sets the overall

Ghana Airways owns and operates a
domestic and international flights.

Table 12

Ghana Airways Fleet mix

*°ur ..-get-, aircraft

Year of Manufacture

Source - Ghana Airways

DC-9 isJcluslte y useT'LTL c
African capitals on the Atlantic CrZ
is used on the lnng J
m Noveraber 19B9 a i
the DC-10 aircraft.

Ghana Airways has one each of KR spf-y
spare engines. Their Beck value i oS$l4Too
17 spare engine with a boo, value of USS174.OOO.

^. The

"hiCh C°V6rS m°St of we^
""*"• ThG DC"10

was inaugurated with

555"15P

2• 8• 2 Maintenance capahim-y

Crudirtoiirrm
Ghanian technicians are carrvTno ™!T
F-20 and DC-9 aircraft Except the D
done on their narrow body /feet However ^
checks, on the DC-10 aircraft Le.one abroad!

and a store are attached.

adVa"Ced chcc*E °» their
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The technicians of Ghana Airways are well trained and are capable
of doing a much better job if they were provided with better maintenance

■facilities. Due to lack of appropriate tools and test equipment their
role is limited to removing aircraft parts for repair and overhaul and

replacing them after the work is done outside.

2.0.3 Qualified Personnel

' Ghana Airways has a total of 20 jet captains, 00 aircraft technicians,
431 ticket, reservation and stations agents, lfiG accountants and auditors.

Table 13

Ghana Airways Professional Employees

Professional categories Number of employees

1. DC-10 captains "

2. F-2B

3. DC-9 "

4. Flight Engineers -

5. Cabin crew
29

6. Avionics technicians

7. Air frame/power plant technicians 59
G. Agent (ticket, reservat and stat) 43
9. Accountants,Auditors/ethers 10J

10. Data processing ^_ __

Table 2.H.2
The marketing personnel/ticket agents, station agents and reservation

agent are scattered throughout the domestic and international branch offices

whereas"the bulk 61 the maintenance and managerial groups are in Accra.

2.G.4 Operations

2.G.4.1 Domestic

Ghana Airways serves four domestic stations with regular flights*

These are Accra,1 Kumasi, Tamale and Sunyani. As stated earlier these

stations are served with the F-2G aircraft.

In 1900 the total domestic passenger market was 33,500 and that of

freight 12.2 tons.

Table 14

Ghana Airways Domestic traffic by sector for 1905-1900

Sectors 1905 1906 1907 1900

Accra - Kumasi

Accra -Tamale

Accra -

Kumasi

Sunyani

Sunyani

- Tamale

- Kumasi

36070

2C049

1096

1994

77

30241

26000

1044

2364

10

10466

19550

760

005

12

11440

20702

C92

449

25
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There is a significant decline of domestic traffic from 1905 to

2-°-4.2 Sub-regional operations

are short haul an,.re serve, with

°£fiCGS in the nine stations
f

Table 15

Origin and destination of passenger traffic within

West Africa for 19R5-19CC

Between Accra

and Abidjan

Robertsfield

Freetown

Conakry

Banjul

Dakar ■

Lome

Cotonou

Lagos

Source: Ghana Airways

9691

7182

1527

299

1247

971

790

409,

37567:
" "M ii

59763

7343

6473

1323

640

1089

073

649

3111

31346

52055

1907

7572

6372

1377

497.

1300

992

2

3002

20529

50531

190G

7031

7122

2100

012

1596

946

750

1280

330P5

55530

market with an annual passenger traffic of 33085 in 19CC
with rt£ , RObertsfield *** «>WJan were distant second «d third
flow"LI ! " " °f 7122 and 7°31 P""«^b respectively. Thetraffic
flow between Accra and the other coastal destinations is modest.

International operations

and

in

with the DC-10 aircraft.

to Las Palmas with the
The services to e
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There is a significant traffic Movement between Accra and London. Both
passenger and cargo movements show a growth trend. Although started from

UrZi £ tn 19G5 Accra~Dussel^f is also showing a good growth trend.
Overall, the European routes of Ghana Airways show a good growth potential.

Ghana Airways' scheduled competitors on the Accra-Europe route are British
Caledonian (now British Airways), Aerciflot, KLM, Swiss air and Balkan Airlines.
The combined passenger and freight uplift of these airlines in 1900 was 01001
and 3234.7 tons respectively. Ghana Airways passenger market share was 21.4
per cent and that of freight 56.04 per cent.

Although the global capacity offered and the frequency of services
provided were not available, Ghana Airways freight market share is very good
A national airline is expected to control from 50-60 per cent of the 3rd and
4th freedom traffic both in passenger and freight. Therefore Ghana Airways
nas a scope for improving its passenger market on the European route
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2.9 Nigeria Airways

Nigeria Airways is a fully state-owned company with a paid up capital
of 11120.000,000. It has a fixed assets valued at Nl,405,164,262 and current
assets at 1*31*5,370,374. The airline carries out domestic and internatxonal

scheduled air services.

2.9.1. Fleet

The fleet of the airline consists of 17 jet aircraft out of which
11 are operational and the remaining 6 non-operational for various reasons.

It has not been possible to identify, during this survey, which -aircraft
are out of service and why they were out cf service and whether or not

they could come back to service.

The following table gives some details of Nigeria Airways fleet.

Table 17

Type

DC-10

DC-10

A-310

A-310

A-310

A-310

B-707

B-707

B-707

B-737

B-737

B-737

B-737

Source:

Registration No.

5N-ANN

N3024 W

'■ 5N-AUS

5N-AUB

5N-AUF

5N-AUE

5N-ABK

5N-ABJ

5N-ANO

5N-AND

5N-ANX

5N-ANC

5N-ANW

5N-ANY

5N-ANZ

5N-AUA

5N-AUB

Nigeria Airways

Delivery elate

22.

26.

19.

19.

19.

19.

24.

5.

16.

12.

13.

6.

13.

11.

11.

11.

11.

10.76

6.09

12.04

12.04

12.84

12.04

1.70

0.71

2.7C

4.73

10.02

4.73

10.02

2. 03

2.03

2.03

2.03

Book value <OOO)US$

40,145 ' ' ' ■

75,000

27,700

38,540 '

30,510

30,110

2,009

2,459

2,335

0,515

12,030

0,303

12,960

13,151

13,106

12,995

13,029

2.9.2 Maintenance Capability

The maintenance base is located immediately behind the main office

building of. Nigeria Airways in Ikeja, Lagos. The base consists of an old

hangar with workshops, store and offices.

The airline has the basic capability to carry out advanced maintenance

and overhaul on most of its fleet provided certain conditions are fulfilled.

These include availability of manpower, spare parts, : topis and equipment

and hangar space. There are shops for repair of mechanical parts,;;brakes,

fabric, passenger safety equipment and sheet metal. The avionics shops

consisting of radar, flight instruments and radio is impressive/ The airline

has started to manufacture various test equipments in their owh; shops.
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2.9.3. Training

1. Sales, and Traffic training school
2. Management Training School

3. Cabin Services Training School
4. .Technical Training School and
5. Operations Training School.

Courses are given in Lagos, Port-Harcourt, Kano, Kaduna and Benin

Development Department. £'«parea by its Manpower

2.9.4 Work-Force

A vocational classification is as follows:

1. Captains 5(-

2. First officers fi

3. Second officers 14

4. Plight Engineers 29
5. Cabin crew ?1 ,

5. Aircraft technicians G65
7- Marketing staff 643

6. Commercial staff 325

9. Traffic staff G43

10. Cargo staff 159

11. Finance staff -■ 3gi

T°tal 3

/ administrativef general service and other support

2.9.5 Operations

2.9.5.1 Domestic

The dbmestic notwonc of Nigoria Mrways covers 14 raajor traffic

' of the Dortestlc branch
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in 1900, according to the IATA World Air Transport Statistics, Nigeria

Airways carried 777,379 passengers and 3,450 ton of cargo ever its domestic

network. The domestic passenger figure was 70.2 per cent of the total
passenger traffic figure while the domestic freight uP-lift 37 per cent

of the total. This shows that the domestic passenger market is oy far

the most important market, in terns of volume, for Nigeria Airways.

Due to lack of traffic figures it has not been possible to figure

out the city pair traffic of Nigeria Airways. Judged from the flight
frequency the following cities seem to be the major traffic centers.

cities Flight Frequency

Per week

Jos 14
Abuja 14
Kano 13

7

Calabar

Enugu 7
Yola 6
Maiduguri e

Since the volume of traffic movement depends not only on the frequency

of services but on the seat capacity offered, the;, ^bove conclusion might

not be true if some cities are served with wide body aircraft while others

are served with narrow body aircraft.

2.9.5.2 International

In the West African sub-region, Nigeria Airways serves the following

six cities: Lome, Abidjan, Monrovia, Banjul, Dakar and Accra. With the
exception of Abidjan which is served with six flights per week the others

are served with three or two flights per week. The airline has also

scheduled flights to Douala, Libreville and Nairobi.

The longhaul flights serve London daily. New York twice a week and

Rome and Jeddah once a week each. The total international traffic carriage

in 19CC was 216,693 passengers and 5,062 tons of freight.
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3. AIRLINES AND AIR TRANSPORTATION
OF THE SUB-REGION

In this section the airlines and the air transport activities of
ib-reaion «iii be analysed. The analysis ■-- -

and the air transport activities of

possible, on the factual situations established in the foregoing part
The conclusions drawn will be the bases for reco^endations £ the^
section.

3.1 Airlines

The airlines of the sub-region could be divided into three broad
categories with respect to the nature of their operations.

These ares-

1. Longhaul operators

2. Sub-regional operators

3. Non operational airlines

Airlines in the first two groups have also domestic operations.

3■1•1 Long-haul operators

The long-haul airlines of the sub-region are Air Afrique, Ghana
Airways, and Nigeria Airways. Their main long haul market is Africa-Europe

itL H!riq»e and NigGria Airways also operate two weekly DC-10 services

services and services within and outside ^heir subregioTln Africa.0

According to the IATA World Air Transport Statistics of 19fT Air
Afrxque earned, 696,045 passengers and 43,256 tons of freight. These fir-ures

^irnthe Air^ir- lnternati°nal UP"lift inClUdin* Up-li£ts ^tten Point
60.6 per cent qUS ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ loaa

of 95fn?fg domestic »<»*et. in 19(10 out of the total
rLini™ 777pa37r9erS °"ly 216'693 WCrS -tcrntional passengers. The
T 7 PaSS6n9erS °r 7r-2 Per Cent were domestic passengers
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991,006 passengers and

50,S-/6 tons of cargo.

On a daily basis this total traffic requires 2,717 aircraft scat

and a cargo space for 14- tens. AsEUininc the t.-tal traffic is a longhaul

one (Africa-Europe and Africa-USA) about V DC-10 aircraft at 70 per cent

load factor could provide adequate capacity tr> transport it.

3.1.2 Sub-regional operators

Three cf the sub-regional airlines surveyed belong to the member

States of Air Afrique. These arc Air Burkina., Air Ivoire and Air Senegal.

One common denominator of these airlines is the f-icv. that their operations

outside their home market is limited to the countries with which their

owner countries share common borders. Even in this limited market they

are competing with Air Afrique which operates most sub-regional routes

with AB-300 wide body aircraft.

If these small national airlines of the States jointly owning Air

Afrique have to play any meaningful role in the air transport development

of the sub-regim and their respective countries their scope for competion

within the sub-region must be expanded. Under the prevailing restrictive

situation it will be very difficult for them to renew their obsolete

aero-planes. Even if they renewed them they will have serious utilization

problems.

The total sub-regional traffic of the three airlines in 193U was

05,071. To accommodate this one needs only two 40-50 seater new turbo

prop aircraft. At 70 per cent load factor and reasonable daily utilization

the two aircraft could give sufficient capacity to carry the traffic that

is now carried by the three airlines together. A total of five such commuter

aircraft could adequately transport the combined sub-regional and domestic

traffic of the three airlines.

This is not to suggest the merger ,.f thuse airlines but only to

indicate the small size of their market and the limited scope for their

growth under the present situation which links their sub-regional operations

as stated above.

Air Cape Verio which wr_s surveyed during this study and Air Guinea

and Air Mauritania which were not surveyed are also active airlines in

the sub-region. Air Cape Verde is basically a domestic operator linking

the major population centers of the ten island State. Although traffic

figures are not yet available, two weekly scheduled, services are conducted,

to Europe with a wet-leased AB-310 aircraft and a once weekly service to

the United States with another wet-leased L-10H aircraft. However, the

prospect for Air Cf.pe Verde to acquire a wide body aircraft by itself and

carry out long haul schedule international flights is very uncertain both

from the stand point of market potential and tht financial capability .for

such an acquisition. In the area of domestic operations their unique

circumstances (a State consisting of ten separate islands,) dictate ownership

and operation of a domestic airline.
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Among the non-operational airlines of the sub-region some had their own

fleet and scheduled operations in the past. Their operations were discontinued,

their fleet grounded jut3 employees terminated "ue to Vankruptcy. Liberia Airways,-

Air Mali am'' Sierra Leone Airlines are clear examples.

The case of Garcia airways is different since they have never started a

flying airline. From the very Mginning they concentrated their efforts on

handling, travel agency and ground transportation activities. The size of their

country, which does not mike domestic air transport such a crucial st?rvicer may

have influenced the decision.

Despite past failure;; of their airlines there are plans by the States which

owned airlines which have been discontinued to restart them again. Some are

planning individually, like Kali while others Liberia and Sierra Leone are trying

jointly through the Mano River Union which includes also Guinea- A study has

been also conducted to assess the feasibility of establishing a sub-regional

commuter airline by the four airlines of Burkina Faso, Benin, Togo and Niger

all members of the ten countries jointly owning Air Rfrique.

These sub-regional initiatives indicate two things.

1. Small states have made a realistic assessment that it is very difficult,-

if not impossible, to own and operate a viable flag carrier individually.

2. The earnest Cssire of St?tes not to be bystanders in the air transport

industry.

Due consideration should be given to chese underlying wishes and desires

of Statesf however small their land territories a.ceP in designing the creation

of multinational airlines, within this sub-region or elsewhere in Africa.

States wouln like to have a national flag carrier for the following reasons.

1. To provide domestic air transportation between various regions of a

country, moving political and administrative personnel, mail and other urgently

needed cargo such as medicine, perishable food items* spare parts etc.

2. To ensure the direct participation of the owner State in the industry

and serve as a vehicle for aviation technology transfer.

The significance given to the issue of flag ownership will have a determine

impact on the pace of airline integration and its final success.

3 o 2 Conclusions

The following are the conclusions drawn from the survey of African airlines

in the West African sub-region. It is believed that the conclusions will also

apply, to a great extent to airlines of other sub-region as well.
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(a) Most of the national airlines of the sub-region are very small. Thev
operate a fleet of 2 to 4 aircraft.

fb) They depend for engine- overhaul an- " advancer! aircraft maintenance
on foreign maintenance bases,

(c) Host of the short hau3 fleet are obsolete and long overdue fo-
replacement„

(d) The market base of the sub-regional operators is small. Mo«t of them
have also a small domestic market base due to the size of their countries. Nigeria
Airways is an exception.

<e) The national airlines of tho States owning Air Afrique are limited
from_ frsely operating within their su'--regicn.. .making their survival even mo-e
difficult.

<f) All African airlines in the su'--region have a core of well trained
and experienced technical prsonnel. Some cf these airlines have even extra
manpower to do contract work for others.

(g! Maintenance facilities for airframes are generally goorl but in the
case of two airlines which happen to be major ones, there is a gru*i- nee-' of

improvement. Regarding engine maintenance and overhaul the capability in the
subreg.T_on is limited.

_ (h) There ir> a critical management problem. Governmental involvement
m r.he day to day activities of the airlines and in decision making processes"
contribute to these problems.

(i) All the States have a dream to own flag carriers both for strategic
and symbolic reasens.

(j) Some airlines of the sub-region are already bankrupt and grounded.
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ItECOMMENDATlONS

4 1 A multinationally-owne'l long haul airline for the member Stares o
the Economic Commission of West African States (ECOWAS> xs reco.nenaed
as the final attainment of the objective of the Yamoussoukro Declaration

Maior aviation policy developments an. investments in air transport
infrastructures within the sub-region should be coordinated with a view

to supporting the realization of this objective.

4.2 The option of each State to own and operate a flag carrier must be
^cognized. No State can afford to be a bystander in the air transport
industry'and national carriers- a» vehicles for direct participation. io

avnu' any future conflict of .interest with the multinational airline their
scope cf operations should !« clearly delineated. The operation of -.he
fi«g ^rriers should be limited to domestic and sub-regional markets and
the multinational airline to extra sub-regional long haul markets.

,i 3 r- realistic approach for an even development of air transportation

in the*fluh-rec;ion and the final creation of a multinational airline- requires

/ e-ouPing of the airlines into three categories. The parameters user

are" tie similarities of their pro: 1ems an* their current fleet ana

operational status. These ares-

4.3.1 Non operational airlines

Some airlines in the sub-region do not perform the normal airline

activity of transporting passengers and goods. They are non-operational.
Belonging to this category outside the Air Afrique zone ares- Air Liberia,

Serra Leone Airlines, Air Bissau, Gambia Airways and Air Mali. Although
Air Guinea is a sub-regional operator providing scheduled services, because

of its close association with the other two non-operating airlines of Lioena

and Sierra Leone, it U felt more appropriate to classify it under this

group. As an immediate objective anr- during the first phase of the

Yamoussoukro programme, these airlines shoul-1 establish a multinational

commuter airline. The comuter airline will provide the badly needed domestic

service and re-establish the presence of the flag carriers in the

sub-regional market. It will be an independent legal entity with the

national airlines in the group as share holders.

While organizing the new commuter airline, the airlines in this group

can also protect their long haul traffic by jointly operating a wet-leased

wide body aircraft from conveniently located points to Europe and the United

States. Another, alternative is to enter into commercial agreements with

one or all of the three longhaul operators of the sub-region.

Needless to say that any other non-operational airline in the sub-

region could join this group.

4.3.2 Sub-regional operators

This category covers all the airlines of the sub-region which perform

domestic and sub-regional schedule operations. Air Burkina, Air Ivoire,

Air Mauritania, Air Cape Verde, Air Senegal and Trans Niger belong to this

group. The common denominators for these airlines are small fleet, small

market and limited resources.
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The national carriers helcrging to the member States of Mr Af-ique

!! !! I1017' fCitional "tai-utory oncumberances which limit their operation
wi.hin the sub-region. This must he improved and the flag carriers allowed
to freely compete in the sub-regional market.

The following are the specific areas in which the airlines in this
group should, cooperate .luring the first phase of ehe implementation program"

4321 Fl3.2.1. Fleet renewal

ore 1on/ ^ ^ e*"' °f theSe airlines °PG«te obsolete aircraft which
their f?P.TaO , repU'Cement- « " recommend that they undertake
their fleet renewal programme, together. The benefit of collective deals
with manufactures and financiers to secure lower prices and better ' loan
terms are obvious. Thanks to the similarity of the operational environnents
of those airlines such as altitude, ta-nercture, distance, market etc
similar aircraft coulfl meet the requirements of all of them Pleei
commonality opens the way for cooperation in infrestructure investment
such as maintenance anc training facilities. investment

4.3.2.P. o Maintenance

small aTrMl, T ff£-reliance " ^ «P«*« of namtenance for
Sitio.t £ 1UntenaMe »»" —ono^ical. Charing oo«n maintenance
It tht , airll"es ™*=h compatible fleet is more economical. Some
^ an- p ^ ln 9r°UP haVe c"»P««"e aeroplanes, liko HE-«P,DHC-
^ anu F-2-, even today. They should therefore review their individual
maintenance capabilities and consider the possibility of pooling th™"

center"" ft-'X""* h°WeVer.iS the "tahlishment of common use maintenance
centers fo, the new generation «»«ter aeroplanes. The airline^ in this
group shoul, coordinate their efforts with those in the first

^- 3 8 2 e 3„ Training

of afJ?% multin«tional training school estaMished ur^er the auspices

. an" share

Other areas

,=
eliminate duplication of effort and contribute towards profitability.

^*^c3" Long haul operators

of DC-lCs anrl AB-310s. operators with compatible wide-bcrty fleet
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The three airliner have a k-y role te clay in the implementation

of the. Yamoussoukro Declaration, !-Gcause of their xr.ow-how and exposure

to international sir trarcpert ind-otry. The ^iso of their fleets and

their^markets are other factors. ■Tha wide rody fleet of the three airlines

vill ';e the cere fleet aroui".1 uhich a tnultir*1 ^.ional airline can he ! ui.lt,

D-.'ring the., fir:-- and the . second pn^o of the Yamoussoukro proqram, the
three airlines could cooperate in the foi;:.cvinr: area".

4.3.3,1. Maintenance

Although Air Arrique Find Nigeria Airways n.ro carrying ouf advanced

maintenance works on their sc-10 ^ircr^ft, Ghan?. Airways^ DC--10 maintenance

is done overseas. Therefore, coopo.ration between Ghana Airways an;', one
of the two airlines seems a distinct rossi.;. ility „

Provide::; che . three airljnec sit together and evaluate v^ho has what-

there should he ample areas of cooperation an--: mutual assistance it *s
noted th?t a?l the -;hroe airlines -open- on foreign maintenanco centos

for thuir engine maintenance. A real opportunity exists to agree and
gradually !-uild engine overhaul capability for joint use. The three airlines
coul^ specialise in -UffcrePt types of engines.

Marketing cooperation is envisaged in tho- following c-reass

''.3.3.2.1 Joi n t prompt ion

3h*rc costs arr" promote the natural endownments an^ cultural
heritages cf the suh-region in the major tourist ir-arkctc.

Develop tour pa,:kagt,S ,n^ particinVr-i i,: the different legs of
travel? one a.tz±mc '.ringing passcngtia into the sub-region through
one gat-way ar-1 ancLhor airline taking then i1&ck --t the en^ of
tae tour irom another gateway.

Coordinate thoir efforts and oversee the av.Uabiility -f P^
qroun- -,;.p.,7rorti.':i--Jn an: othor t:ur?.s>; ^nit.os.

■>. 3 »3 , 5 » 2 Sched.ule coordination

Coordinate c-- ; ^-Tul^s to avoid unnecessary overlaps and r
or days and hours of flights.

- in-er-connoci- longhaul fi,gh,s wiih su.b-rogion.1 an. rtomGBtic
.l.ynts JC tHr passenger COt;1,-. r^ = ch thoir nostinations with
minimum erroute ^elay a;v? inefnveniencer:,

^e long ,?r:n intere8tS of Mact

cocrdi.ation
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4.3.3.3 Capacity share ,

Utilize the extra ground time of each ethers aeroplanes.

Feed each ethers flights and share revenue through preferent ial

prorate formula.

4.3,3. '1 Other areas of cooperation

Cooperate in all the areas of activities* mentioned under 4.3.2.4

above such as Insurance; parts purchase,, fuel supply etc.

Before concluding this 3ection it is felt necessary to emphasize

that the recommendation to create three groups of airlines in the sub-region

is to enable each group to jointly solve their immediate common problems.

It must be recognized,' under the prevailing conditions of small African

Airlines, a joint approach to common problems has a better chance of success

to strengthen them. Of course the strengthening of each airline goes e

long way to laying down the foundation of the multinational airline on

a solid ground since the individual airlines are its building blocks.

However,, while engaged in the solution of the common problems the

groups should not lose sight of the need to enhance free and constant

information flow so as to achieve the more important long term wider

cooperation. An organizational structure to coordinate the efforts of

the groups and guide the overall integration process in suggested in the

next section.
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IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISM

The noble intentions of the Yamoussoukro Declaration will see the

light of day only if an appropriate implementation mechanism is put, in

place. The problems of African airlines as well as the need to speed up

air transport development within our continent is well recognized. There

are also clear ideas that cooperation, which should lead to the creation

of a few but viable airlines,, is the only solution. What is not so clear

is how to bring about the creation of such airline*.

The question of structuring an effective mechanise to implement the

Declaration becomes therefore the rsoct urgent task since the success or

the failure of the whole subject -:;c?pencls on it. Therefore an inderpth study

ctnd scrutiny should be me fie J.ii order tc devel c.Ai a workable implementation

mechanism that will lea-, to the es~ai->lisb::;ant of a multinational airline

within the given timo frame.

There are concerns on whether the responsibility for establishing

multinational airlines should lie with Governments or airlines. Both are

said to have their pros and certs* In .;h:.s paper a joint Government-Airline

responsibility,, with separate but complementary implementation organs,

are recommenced as follows,

5.1= Conference of sub-regional

Ministers Responsible for Civil Aviation

At the conclusion of the Yamoussoukro Conference five States were

elected from the five sub-regions of Africa to co-ordinate the airlines

integration process in their respective sub-regions- It is recommended

that through the coordination of the same office a forum be created where

the Ministers of the sub-region meet and jointly oversee the integration

process.

Among other things th^ Meeting of the Ministers wills-

5.1.1. Develop common air transportation policy in the sub-region.

5 = 1.2. Draw detailed gui dp-lines and work programmes for integration

of the airlines with start and completion time frames -

5.1.3= Harmonize aircraft certification and personnel licensing

activities.

£.1.4. Initiate multilateral Air Transport Agreement with a view

to grant the flag carriers equal and flexible opportunity to compete within

the sub-regional market.

5.1,5 Approve and control implementation of fares and rates that

will allow reasonable returns for the airlines and adequate service for

the value of money paid by the public .
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5.1 =. C-. Secure or support the airlines to secure funds for aircraft

purchase and investment in infrastructures.

5.1.7. Supervise the act.iivties of the airlines in order to achieve

the integx"acion ,objectives. The Economic Commission for Africa or the

Eccnoraic Conunission of West African States could provide secretarial and

licisoning service.

5 *2- Meeting of the Chief Executive Officers of the airlines

The meetings of the Chief Executive Officers of tho airlines will

be a working meeting. It will be a meeting where implementation decisions

and concrete actions ?.re taicen. ^s we have seen earlier there are throe

groups of airlines in the sub-region with distinct interests. Therefore

it is recommenced that each group forn its committee of Chief Executive

Officers to address its particular problems. Those .include but are not

tos

5.2.1. The establishment of a new multinational airline for non-

operational airlines„

5=2.2. To replace their ole fleet, and establish joint-use maintenance

centers for the small sub-regional airlines.

5.3.3. To assess their existing maintenance capabilities and maintain

^?ach othors equipment and create marketing cooperation for the longhaul

airlines.

During their first meeting each of the three groups of airlines should

conclude a binding agreement listing down all the areas in which they will

cooperate in order to implement the programmes of tho Yamoussoukro

Declaration. They should agree on the implementation organs, appoint

officers and adopt action plans,.

the integration procers in the sub-region will be consolidated and

reviewed at the Ministerial Conference fro^ time to time to ensure that

the activities of each group of airlines are in accordance with the letter

and spirii of the Yamoussoukro Declaration


